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I. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the design and development of a W-

band (75-110 GHz) vector automatic network analyzer. The 0

system was funded under the DoD sponsored University

Research Instrumentation Program. The W-band system will be

located in the Microwave Laboratory located in the

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department of North

Carolina State University. The equipment funded under this

program will interface with an existing Hewlett-PackarJ

5lIA automatic network analyzer and will extend the

operating frequency range of this instrument to the

millimeter-wave bands. Currently, the system is limited to

an upper frequency of 26.5 GHz. The enhanced system will

permit research to be performed in the area of millimeter-

wave characterization of solid-state devices. In particular,

we are interested in performing S-parameter measurements on

experimental mm-wave devices in order to determine ultimate

frequency and performance limitations. It is anticipated

that information of this type will contribute to research

directed towards developing optimized solid-state devices

for mm-wave applications. The enhanced system will also

allow research to be performed in the area of fixturinq anj

de-embedding techniques applicable to mm-wave operation.

This area is very important when performing hgh frequency

network analysis, but suitable techniques are not current>y

well established. The main component of the mm-wave

measurement system is a W-band backward wave oscil r

Si
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(BWO) source. A state-of-the-art tube has been obtained and

this source is capable of producing a stable RF signal with

a minimum RF output power of 100 mW across the band. This

power level is sufficient to drive mm-wave solid-state -

devices into nonlinear operation. It is anticipated that the

system will, therefore, be suitable for performing research

into the nonlinear characteristics of these devices.

Research in this area may yield indirect generation

techniques for producing improved mm-wave active components.

The design and performance of the enhanced W-band system

is described in this report. The report begins with an

overview description of vector network analysis techniques.

The configuration for the selected system is presented,

followed by a description of the primary components

employed. The main components of the system consist of the

mm-wave source (W-band BWO) and the necessary frequency

stabilization circuits, the W-band RF test set and pertinent

measurement error models, and the conversion stage to

interface the RF data with the data processor and display.

Various other features of the network analyzer are also

discussed. The report concludes with a summary of system

capabilities and planned research goals.

I. NETWORK ANALYZER OVERVIEW

Network analyzers are able to completely character ,z,

linear networks in the frequency domain. The systce .-

functions by suppling a source signal to the network unicr

S



investigation (generally called the device under test, or

DUT). The magnitude and phase of the reflected andI transmitted signals from the network are then measured and

compared to the incident signal. The complex terminal

measurements permit the DUT to be completely and ,iniquely

determined. The measured vector data is generally displayed

on polar displays in the form of scattering parameter (S) or

impedance (Z) data. Any active or passive network can be

investigated, although the technique is generally limited to

linear operation. The technique is often employed for larie-

signal conditions by making appropriate assumptions, and

4 measurements of 'large-signal' S-parameters are often

reported. A major problem and source of error in applyin

the technique to nonlinear conditions is the neglect c

harmonic signals.

The generic configuration for a network analyzer is showr

in Fig. 1. The network analyzer system includes an RF source

to excite the network under investigation. Although any RF

source will, in principle, function, accurate phase

determination places strict stability requirements upon the

0 source For this reason, crystal stabilized sources or

frequency synthesizers are often employed. The HP 8510A ANA

functions best with a stabilized frequency synthesizer. The

* magnitude and phase of the reflected and transmitted signals

from the network under test are sampled with directionA

couplers and these signals are compared with the i hnt

siqnal. The siqnals that result from tie corparlscn ve<

0
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represent the net vector responses from the network. This

data, when corrected for measurement errors, is sufficient

to completely characterize the frequency response of the

network.

Measurement errors produce deviations from the true

frequency response of the network and the errors must be

accounted for in order to obtain an accurate network

characterization. One source of measurement error is due to

parasitic reactances associated with device mountIn1

structures, packaging, and connector interfaces. The errors

associated with these structures are generally repeatable

and can, therefore, be identified, characterized an:

modeled. Calibration standards with known frequency response

can be employed to obtain accurate representations for these

networks. Once error correction models are determined, the

measured network data can be modified to remove the unwanteJ

data. Other sources of measurement error are due to

amplitude and phase variations in the source signal used to

excite the network and non-ideal responses in the amplitude

and phase detectors. These errors are random and not

repeatable with frequency. It is generally not pcssible to

correct the data for these errors and thereiore, such errors

place performance limitations upon the system. Amplitude and

phase errors of this type can be removed by employing hloo

quality sources and components with stable characteristics.

The network analyzer can be interfaced with computer

,-ontrol algorithms that contain user det ineJ models o* the



DUT and interactively compare the measurement data to the

model values. This technique provides a powerful approach to
I

network characterization.

III. W-BAND NETWORK ANALYZER CONFIGURATION

The simplified block diagram for the millimeter-wave

network analyzer is shown in Fig. 2. The system includes a

W-band backward wave oscillator (BWO) source to excite the
S

network directly at the RF frequency of interest. Alternate

techniques employ lower frequency sources in combination

with multiplier chains. These techniques are limited in the

mm-wave RF power that they can provide. The automatic

network analyzer system also includes a microwave

synthesizer, the W-band test set, the Hewlett-Packard 85!2A

automatic network analyzer (includes the processor and

display), a second down converter stage to interface the RF

with the HP 8510A, and a computer controller (HP series 200

computer).

The BWO serves as the millimeter-wave source and its

output is phase and frequency stabilized by means of a

phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit. A fraction of the incident,

reflected, and transmitted signals from the network under

test are sampled with precision directional couplers and

applied to the millimeter-wave harmonic mixers. the

microwave synthesizer provides the local osc-ll tcr

signal used to down convert the mm-wave s:n.s t

frequency 750 MHz. This frequency is required tcter:c.
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with the phase-locked loop stabilizer. A second LO

synthesizer, along with a low noise s* ge for each channel,

is used in a second mixer stage to convert the signals to 20

MHz for interfacing with the HP 8510A IF,/detector circuit.

The signals are processed and displayed by the HP 8510A.o

3.1 MILLIMETER-WAVE SOURCE AND STABILIZATION

Desirable characteristics defined in the system des~qn

process for the millimeter-wave source are (1) moderate

output power, (2) a high degree of phase and freouent}"

stability, (3) full band coverage, (4) electronically

tunable to the required frequency by means ot the HP-IB

controller bus, and (5) low 1/f phase noise. Also, it was

decided that it would be desirable to obtain a W-band source

that could also be used in noise figure and large signal

measurements. These additional uses indicate a requ~rerent

for RF output powers greater than a minimum of apprcximatel"

10-20 mW.

Candidate sources include solid-state devices sucn as

IMPATT and Gunn oscillators, and tube devices such is

backward wave oscillators and klystrons. Frequency

multiplier chains consisting of a microwave source in

either times three or times five multipliers are aiso ate

employed to obtain W-band signals. The solid-state sources

*vailable for direct generation of W-band s-qnals generai'v

have bandwidths limited to about 4-K (y an IA -,.

-echh~nca:ly tuned. The frequenci muit pier chains can hv:

SJ e Lnd frequency capab 1 ity, but ie,,era ':e

0]



output power due to the relatively inefficient harmonic

generation process. Also, the frequency multiplier chains

are difficult to utilize as stand alone sources for the

other applications due to the high level of spurious

harmonics produced. Solid-state IMPATT oscillators have

adequate RF power output levels and, when combined in

multiple source configurations using straddle-banj

techniques, can provide full-band coverage. IMPATT sources,

however, have inherently high I, f phase noise and are,

therefore, difficult to employ as stabilized sources, even

wen phase-locked loop techniques are utilized. Of the

vacuum tube devices available, the backward-wave oscillator

BWO) presents the best combination of performance

characteristics to satisfy the system requirements. A Micro-

Now v-band Bi4C with a stabilized power supply was selectej

as the RF source for the system. The Micro-Now s ou r e

utilizes a W-Land BWO tube manufactured by Siemens.

The BWO provides mm-wave PF power over a frequency band

extending from '5 to 114 GHz. The BWO functions by

modulation of an electron beam caused by interaction with a

* ; erioDJ: or slow-wave structure, resulting in the cgenerato:o

ct electromagnetic energy. The beam passes from cathode to

collector through the slow-wave structure with a velocity

t-'ern'neu by t hrI potent a dI I ifference between th

~~ectrode;1- 7' itii- 1 ~be b- avrithe potent.,.i

i ften> " .: *v.t, , the eI~tr 's, Lh'e e7ectr:qnet;:

0%
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to the cathode where it is coupled to the output c.rou:t.

The collector and periodic structure operate at r cu n

potential and the cathode is operated at a hic n

potential. The output spectrum of the BWO at i. ,rOz ivi

the RF output power across the frequency tand are "

Figs. 3 and 4. The output power variations shown in Fi-. 4

require the inclusion of an RF power leveling :ocp in the

output circuit to provide for a flat output power response.

The leveling loop consists of a 10 db W-band directicna.1

coupler to sample the RF output from the tube. The sampled

signal is applied to a W-band detector that generates a dc

voltage proportional to the magnitude of the RF signal. The

dc voltage is compared to a reference voltage to generate a

difference signal that is then amplified and applied as an

error signal to the tube control grid. In this manner, the

tube control voltages are modified for relatively ccnstant

output power with a variation of approximately . - 2 d

across the entire band.

The BWO signal must be frequency and phase stabilized in

order to function with the HP 8510A. The frequency stability

of the BWO source must be sufficient to provide a signal

within the 1 kHz bandwidth of the 20 MHz IF required Ly the

network analyzer. In order to satisfy this requirement the

BWO is stabilized by means of a phase-locked loop.

The frequency stability, phase noise, and resoluticn ot

the desired harmonic of the microwave synthesizer ar-e

transmitted to the mm-wave signal. A sampl e of thi':

*
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is mixed with the microwave local oscillator source in a

harmonic mixer to a IF frequency of approximately 750 MHz

and applied to the phase-locked loop as shown in Fig. 5. The

750 MHz signal is amplified by an amplifier chain (500 MHz

bandwidth, low noise, 75 db gain) that is operated in

saturation to provide a constant amplitude signal as the

input signal to the succeeding stage. The amplified IF is

divided into two paths and compared to the 750 MHz internal

reference siqna" . The reference signal is generated by a low

noise oscillatcr tat ;o h-se locked L,; frequency division

to a i MH: extern., :!,.. rn trom the HP 8340B time

base. The re eren: . . :.v; ei :nto two paths by a 90

Jeqree Fhise :n'ftq .nq quadrature signals are

rixed wPtr tr. ". : he resutin signals are

p1 i eJ and :.ex-p the error signal

ThIs quadrature Jet: :r irr n ~eent is used to provide a

true indication. of phase c::. When the IF signal is phase

locked, both quadrature mixers become phase detectors and a

dc voltage appears at their output. These dc voltages are

compared by a differential amplifier and when they are of

correct magnitude, phase lock is indicated. Because the

quadrature mixers become phase detectors when the system is

phase locked, the output of the cosine detector becomes the

phase error signal detector for the system. The output of

this detector is amplified and mixed with the frequency

error signal at the input of a high output current amplifier

configured as an integrator. This amplit kcr icts i:; the I
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network for the system to compensate for the changes in

source-tuning sensitivity encountered over the tuning range

of the source. The phase locked loop is shown in Fig. 6.

The PLL is designed to demonstrate an IF sensitivity of

-65 dBm with a capture range greater than 1- 00 MHz with a

capture time of 20 mS. The frequency deviations of the W-

band BWO have been investigated and are within the capture

range.

The sequence of phase lock operation is as follows:

First, a signal with frequency determined from a tuning

curve in the microprocessor of the BWO control unit is

produced by the BWO. The HP 8340B is then set to the desired

mm-wave frequency plus 750 MHz divided by six (the harmonic

number). The microwave synthesizer is phase locked and the

BWO is tuned for phase lock. A signal is then sent to the

computer controller which instructs the computer to move to

the next frequency point and repeat the sequence.

The local oscillator operates at its highest frequency to

utilize the lowest harmonic number in the mixers. This

results in mixer performance with the lowest conversion loss

and lowest noise figure. A LO frequency of 12.5 to 19.33 Gi;:

requires a harmonic number of six in order to cover the fui.]

75 to 110 GHz frequency band. The mixers u-e 5aAs beam leaJi

diodes and have a conversion loss of 21. - - .', iB. A
dB attenuator is used as an isolator to rrecvent s[ur

signals generated in the mixrnq proce (ss r - (,r-tr:; t

test set.1

6 .
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The phase noise of the BWO when phase locked is shown in

Table 1.

yi

Table 1

W-Band BWO Phase Characteristics

Frequency Offset From Single fideband Noise
the Carrier

1 KHz -42 dBc/Hz

10 KHz -50 dBc'Hz

100 KHz -71 dBc,'Hz

1 MHz -95 dBc Hz

3.2 TEST SET AND MEASUREMENT ERROR

The function of the test set is to separate the incident,

reflected, and transmitted signals from the device under

test and down convert them for processing. The separation is

performed by precision W-band waveguide directional

couplers. The requirements for the couplers are good VSWR

(i.e., impedance match), low coupling variation over the

frequency band, and high port-to-port isolation anJ

directivity. The system uses 10 dB waveguide directional

couplers with full frequency band coverage. The directional

couplers have 35 to 40 dB minimum directivity, I - 1 dB

variation, and a maximum VSWR of 1.10 to 1.27.

Processing of the signals is performed more efficient.y

at low frequencies. For this reason the harmonic mixers are

0- .:.
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used to down convert the incident, reflected, and

transmitted signals containing the magnitude and phase

information of interest. The HP 8340B synthesizer is used as

a local oscillator and, for reasons of conversion efficiency

and noise performance, is operated at the high end of it's

frequency range in order to allow the mixers to operate at

the lowest possible harmonic number. High quality harmonic

mixers have been selected for the test set and the mixers

are rated with 22.5 -1- 2.5 dB conversion loss at -10 dBm

input power over the full W-band. Waveguide isolators with a

minimum of 25 dB isolation across the band are located

between the directional couplers and harmonic mixers in

order to minimize the possibility of spurious mixing

products being transmitted to other components of the

system. Such a process could reduce the dynamic range of the

system by as much as 10 to 30 dB. The local oscillator

drives a power amplifier and a four-way power divider to

supply energy to the mixers. The amplifier has the following

characteristics: 6.5 dB maximum noise figure, 2:1 maximum

input and output port VSWR, 22 dBm minimum compression

point, and 25 +/-l dB gain. Semi-rigid C).141 inch diameter

SMA cables are used to connect the local oscillator to the

amplifier and to connect to power divider ports to the

mixers. These cables provide excellent phase and frequencv

stability.

Due to the high cost of precision W-band wavequi-e

components the test set configuration was :'hosen to min;7:#,

6<
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the number of waveguide switches and attenuators. The test

set configuration is shown in Fig. 7. The attenuator and

switch are programmable and are connected to the HP-IB bus S

for computer control. The attenuator is used to control the

power level to the device under test and is required when

characterizing active devices. The attenuation varies frcm 0 •

to 50 dB with 0.1 dB resolution. The switch enables the test

set to measure both the forward and reverse parameters of

the DUT without the need to physically reverse the DUT, a D

process that can introduce error due to alignment and

mismatch variations. The switch has four ports with a

minimum isolation of 40 dB. A flexible full band waveguide 0

cable is placed between the reflected and transmitted arms

of the test set to provide a means to connect devices under

test of various lengths. The cable has good phase stability D

for the slight degree of flexing usually encountered -n

connecting and disconnecting various devices.

In order to achieve the maximum phase stabilIty the 0

electrical lengths of the incident and test channels shouli

ce the same. If required, it is possible to equalize the

electrical lengths of the test channels by the insertion o0

a length of waveguide in the appropriate directional ccupler

,r ms.

3.3 MEASUREMENT CAI.IBRATIO!.

An ideal vector network analyzer wou!i ha,,e a It

frequency response, zero impedance mismatches or PF Ie, i S

* S
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paths, and infinite isolation between channels. In a

practical system, of course, variations from the ideal

responses occur and these variations must be accounted for

if a true representation of the device under test is to be

obtained. Fortunately, many of the variations are systematic

and are, therefore, repeatable and predictable. This type

of error can be removed from the measured data by

characterization and calibration procedures. To perform this

procedure known impedance standards are placed at the test

set input and output ports and network characterization

measurements are performed. Knowledge of the frequency

characteristics of the standard allows the measured data to

be compared with the known data in order to determine the

systematic errors displayed in the measured data. The HP

F351OA has a standard definition table that contains the

characteristics of the calibration standards to be applied

to the error correction routines. This information must be

improved for mm-wave applications. The calibration method

for a two-port measurement is presented in the followinq

discussion.

The measurement error model for a two-port is shown in

Fig. 8. Both forward and reverse models are included and the

models are symmetric. For this reason only the forward model

will be discussed. The error terms for the forward

reflection model are the directivity error (DF) a

reflection tracking error term (TRF) which represents the

signal variation in the RF path between the system and the

. ~. . .
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device under test, and a source impedance match error (MSF)

that describes the measurement system including all adaptors

and cables. Three calibration standards with responses that

are all different with frequency are required to determine

the directivity, reflection tracking, and source mismatch

errors. The W-band HP calibration kit employs a 'flush' ( a

flat plane), a quarter-wavelength offset short, and a fixed

load as the reflection standards. The forward transmission

error model consists of a transmission response tracking

term (TF) and load mismatch term (MLF) which are similar to

the TRF and MSF terms except that they represent two-ports.

She transmission calibration assumes a zero-length 'through'

standard which is produced by connecting the reflected and

transmitted arms together. A precision 10 cm straight

section of precision air transmission line is also supplied

in the calibration kit. It should be noted that the test set

isolation is not included in the error model. This parameter

is considered to be part of the device under test and needs

to be determined and calibrated in this context. Accurate

representation of this parameter is generally a part of the

de-embedding procedure.

3.4 SECOND DOWN CONVERSION STAGE TO THE HP 8510A

The signals from the W-band test set are at 750 MHz,

which is the required frequency to interface with the phase

locked loop. These signals must be converted to 20 MHz -

500 Hz in order to be received by the HP 8510A IF/detector

6."•



circuit. This second down conversion stage must have very

low noise characteristics in order to avoid degradation of

the system dynamic range. Important considerations in this

regard are the use of low noise amplifiers that have

sufficient gain to mask the noise contributions of the other

components in the channel, post amplifier filters that

reject out of band noise passing through the low noise

amplifiers, the use of high quality mixers that possess low

conversion loss and high port-to-port isolation, and a local

oscillator with low phase noise, high stability, and low

spurious and harmonic output.

The low noise amplifiers have a frequency response

between 700 and 800 MHz with a noise figure less than 1.0

dB, maximum input and output port VSWR of 1.5:1, and a gain

of 32.5 dB. The gain of the amplifier is sufficient to

neglect the noise contributions from the other components.

The total noise figure of each channel is equal to the noise

figure of the amplifiers (1.0 dB).

The local oscillator signal comes from an output channel

of a HP 8566B spectrum analyzer. This synthesized source has

a fixed tuned output frequency between 2 and 6 GHz with a 1

Hz resolution. The system requires a LO at 730 MHz in order

to mix with the 750 MHz input signal and produce the 20 MHz

IF signal. The desired LO frequency it obtained by applying

a 2.92 GHz signal to a power amplifier to drive a divide-by-

four frequency divider to generate the 730 MHz signal. The

power amplifier has a 5.0 dB noise figure, 8.0 dB gain, an"

"U'
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a 20 dBm 1 dB compression point. The frequency divider

requires a high input power to operate properly and has a

low noise figure of approximately 2 dB at 730 MHz, and an

insertion loss of 0 dB. The divider also produces harmonic

signals at a fairly high level at 1/2 to (2.92 GHz) , fo, 3.2

fo' 5/2 fo' and 3 fo"

An output lowpass filter is required to attenuate th

harmonic frequencies by about 50 dB. The phase noise levels

from the local oscillator stage at 730 MHz are satistactcr'

and are listed in Table 2.

Table 24
Phase Noise of the 730 MHz Local Oscillat;r

Offset from carrier Single sidebanJ n-isea

1 KHz - "Q dBc H:

10 KHz -95 dBc H,,

100 KHz -110 dBc H:

The post amplifier bandpass filters have a 1i j

4 insertion loss and reject the image frequency at 71i MV.

about 45 dB, the intermediate frequency at 2C MHz ty -1 ,

and the local oscillator harmonics of to by 55 dB. Thes t,

filters are required to eliminate signals not in th.?

information bandwidth from the IF signal. The unwante

signals must be eliminated from the system Let -re trequenv

translation occurs.

re

tat 't



The mixers used in the channels have a conversion )oss of

5.5 dB with a minimum isolation of 20 dB between ports. The

maximum power level into the HP 8510A IF/detector circuit is

-10 dBm, which is satisfactory to achieve an adequate

dynamic range. The HP 8510A receiver has a 1 kHz bandwidth

of about 20 MHz. The complete down conversion stages are

shown in Fig. 9.

IV. FEATURES OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Frequency or phase shifts in the sources employed in the

measurement system can have significant effects upon the

phase accuracy of the measured data. To prevent unwanted

shifts, the time bases must be synchronized to make the

system phase coherent. The HP 8340B output at 10 MHz serves

as the external reference to the spectrum analyzer and the

phase locked loop. Semi-rigid 0.141 inch diameter SMA cables

are used to provide phase stability. The system controller

is an HP 9816 computer that controls the switch and

attenuator in the test set, sets the measurement frequency

and the BWO and local oscillator frequency difference to

-750 MHz, acknowledges the 'lock' condition from the HP

8340B and mm-wave phase locked loop, and controls the

processing and initialization information to the HP 8510A.

The software to provide these functions will be written in

HP basic and is currently under development at NCSU.

The W-band vector network analyzer system provides error

corrected vector measurements from 75 to 110 GHz with ;1,

0o
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101, 201, or 401 data points. High resolution narrow band

measurements can be performed with resolutions of 218 Hz.

The highly stable mm-wave source, when used in conjunction

with phase locked loop and low noise frequency conversion

techniques, provides a relatively large dynamic range for

the measurement of mm-wave compoients. With an averaging

factor of 64 in the measurement system, a dynamic range of

approximately 60 dB across the frequency band is expected.

Also, time domain measurements are unaffected and can be

easily performed. Typical measurement times with a 64

averaging factor are about 240 mS per point, which would

require 12 S and 96 S for a full sweep of 51 and 401 points,

respectively. Effective measurement accuracy depends upon

the calibration device used. With the HP calibration kit,

typical measurement port characteristics after measurement

calibration for the 75 to 110 GHz band are effective

directivity with 35 dB, effective port match of 35 dB, and

effective frequency response of +/- 0.1 dB.

V. RESEARCH GOALS

The purpose of the system described in this report is to

establish a tool for the accurate characterization of

components at W-band. In particular, the system will permit

accurate vector network characterization of both active and

passive components that may be useful at mm-wave

frequencies. In particular, we are interested in

investigating the operation of three terminal solid-state
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devices that are candidates for mm-wave integrated circuit

applications. Typical devices include GaAs MESFETs and

compound semiconductor heterojunction devices such as

MODFETs, Permeable Base Transistors (PBTs), and Bipolar

Transistors. State-of-the-art devices will be obtained fron

industry and evaluated with the W-band system. Suitable

personal contacts have been established with relevant

industries for obtaining sample devices. It is anticipated

that this system will contribute to the understa iding o

both the operation and limitations of these dev:ces.

This research will require investigations :t new error

models and calibration methods applicable to W-band

operation. In particular, RF coupling, leakage, and

radiation questions need to be addressed. Device fixturing

design must be considered if accurate measurements are to be

performed. It is anticipated that the W-band system will

permit NCSU to propose significant research programs in the

future in which these and other questions will be addressed.
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